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Narratives Beyond Borders: The Korean New Wave Cinema by 
Women Directors (1950-2020, Series I)
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The Korean Film Festival Canada is situated on 
the traditional territory of both the Kanien’ke-
há:ka, (Mohawk,) and the Anishinabeg, (Algon-
quin) peoples. This land was historically known 
as a diplomatic meeting place for First Nations 
peoples. We acknowledge that this land we 
are on has been part of the life of humans and 
nature unceasingly. We appreciate the continu-
al history of Montreal where our diverse-artistic 
actions are proudly part of this flux.
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LUCKY CHAN-SIL Cho-hee Kim

96 minutes | Feature, Drama / Comedy | 2019

Following the death of the director and produc-
er she worked with for years, Chan-sil, current-
ly in her forties, struggles to find a new job. 
Now working as a cleaning lady for an actress, 
Chan-sil starts to develop feelings for her boss’s 
young French teacher as she tries to resolve her 
life’s problems. 

A BOY AND SUNGREEN Ju Young Ahn

99 minutes | Feature, Drama / Comedy | 2018

This affectionate portrait of young life in Korea 
follows the quest of high-schooler Bo-hee in 
finding the truth about his missing dad. Bo-
hee’s mother always told him his dad had died 
in a car accident years before, but Nok-yang, 
Bo-hee’s best friend, never believed this version 
of the story.

A FRENCH WOMAN Hee-Jung Kim

 89 minutes | Feature, Drama | 2019

Mira in her mid-forties has been living in Paris 
for more than twenty years. Having just di-
vorced her French husband, she impulsively 
decides to visit Korea and meets her old friends 
Young-eun and Sung-woo who had lessons of 
play 20 years ago.

CART Ji-young Boo 

110 minutes | Feature, Drama | 2014

Soon to be promoted to full-time cashier, Sun-
hee sees her hope of sustaining her family 
financially broken after the dismissal of all the 
temporary workers in the supermarket she 
works in. Joining forces with Hye-mi, a single 
mother, they lead their fellow colleagues in a 
prolonged strike to maintain their jobs.

FLY, PENGUIN Soon-rye Yim 

110 minutes | Feature, Drama | 2009

A story from multiple perspectives and different 
characters. Through their stories, the film re-
flects the society-imposed normalcy in the lives 
of ordinary people in modern Korea.

PASSERBY #3 Su Won Shin 

91 minutes | Feature, Drama | 2010

Ji-wan leaves a stable situation to become a 
filmmaker. Years go by and she still can’t finish 
her first screenplay. Confronted with her son 
in the midst of a teenage crisis and a husband 
who does not believe in her, will she be able 
to achieve her biggest dream of becoming a 
director? 

https://koreanfilm.ca/films/lucky-chan-sil#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/lucky-chan-sil#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/a-french-woman#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/a-boy-and-sungreen#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/cart-1#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/fly-penguin#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/the-whistleblower#movieRecap
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THE WHISTLEBLOWER Soonrye Yim

114 minutes | Feature, Drama | 2014

Based on a true story, the hidden truth of Ko-
rea’s science is revealed by an anonymous 
source.

I’LL BE SEEING HER So Young Kim

52 minutes | Documentary | 2002

Permanently exhibited in the Women’s History 
Exhibition Hall, “I’ll be Seeing Her,” part of the 
Women’s History Trilogy, is a found footage film 
which uses images of various Korean actresses’ 
from the 1950’s to the early 2000’s, as well as 
certain keywords, to reappropriate Korean cine-
ma history from a woman’s perspective. 

BREATHING UNDERWATER Hee-young Koh

81 minutes | Documentary | 2016

Featuring a collection of 7 years of footage 
filmed on Udo Island in Jeju province, Breath-
ing Underwater follows 4 haenyeo women as 
they hold their breath, diving in the nurturing 
but ruthless sea to collect seaweed and shellfish 
to make a living. 

still from Breathing Underwater (2016) Hee-young Koh

https://koreanfilm.ca/films/i-ll-be-seeing-her#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/breathing-underwater#movieRecap
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GAG-WOMEN Eun-gyu Lee

54 minutes | Documentary | 2020

Presented by KBS Entertainment Producer Kim 
Sang-mi, this documentary gathers together 6 
interviews from female comedians and broad-
casters who are leaders in the 21st century 
to discover the secrets to their survival in the 
industry. 

THE SUPERFOOD CHAIN Ann Shin

70 minutes | Documentary | 2018

Documentary exploring how the global super-
food industry affects food security for farmers 
and fishers around the world.

TIGER SPIRIT Min Sook Lee

76 minutes | Documentary | 2008

A documentary illustrating the scars left by the 
Korean War on a now-divided country, Tiger 
Spirit retraces the stories of modern, ordinary 
people on both sides of the DMZ to explore the 
possibility of reunification.      .     .

AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA

11 minutes | Short, Documentary | 2019

Rocked by nature and the voices of women all 
over Korea, At the bottom of the Sea explores 
in various expression forms the rise of feminist 
movements in a patriarchal world.  

CIRCLE LINE Su Won Shin

26 minutes | Short, Drama | 2012

Scared to reveal to his pregnant wife that 
he was fired, Sang-woo, a man in his forties, 
spends all day riding the subway while worrying 
about his future child. His concerns grow even 
more after he meets a beggar woman who is 
carrying a baby on her back. 

PREY Helen Lee

27 minutes | Short, Drama | 1995

Il-Bae, the daughter of a Korean immigrant 
family that runs a convenience store, played by 
Golden Globes winner Sandra Oh, is afflicted 
by her recent feelings for a shoplifter and falls 
into a series of mishaps.   

Caroline So Jung Lee

https://koreanfilm.ca/films/gagwomen#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/the-superfood-chain#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/tiger-spirit#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/at-the-bottom-of-the-sea#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/circle-line#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/prey#movieRecap
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THE RECORDER EXAM Bora Kim

29 minutes | Short, Drama | 2011

Surrounded by a busy family where each mem-
ber possesses personal struggles, a nine-year-
old girl named Eun-hee prepares for the re-
corder exam in hopes of garnering notice and 
praise for her accomplishment.  

WHAT CAME BEFORE
3 minutes | Short, Experimental | 2018

A poetic junction between 2 artists, the experi-
mental documentary What Came Before brings 
forward a reflection on Asian identity in Vancou-
ver and witnesses the transformations occurring 
as time passes. 

AH AH AH Roh Youngmee

15 minutes | Short, Media Art | 2015

Living alone with his father since his mother’s 
death, Hee-seo tries to live up to his demanding 
father’s expectations by practicing for a school 
competition despite his introverted nature. 

Caroline So Jung Lee 
& Jae Lew

still from The Recorder Exam (2011) Bora Kim

https://koreanfilm.ca/films/the-recorder-exam#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/what-came-before#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/ah-ah-ah#movieRecap
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GRANDMOTHER MAGO (CHILD OF MA-
GOHALMI AND THE ECHOES OF CRE-
ATION) Zadie Xa

50 minutes | Media Art | 2019

Performance with 4 dancers and a traditional 
Korean drummer. 

PARSLEY GIRL Roh Youngmee

8 minutes | Media Art | 2018

Using copyright-free pictures, sounds, docu-
ments, and moving images from the internet to 
recreate Italian folk tales, this animation frees 
data from its original meaning.

IRIDEZCENT INTERLUDEZ Zadie Xa

25 minutes | Sound Performance | 2018

Zadie Xa’s performances offer a unique sound 
immersion to treat diverse subjects of contem-
porary life. Dancers and musicians collaborate 
to enter certain thematics. 

FLOODED WITH ICE/HELLFIRE CAN’T 
SCORCH ME Zadie Xa

30 minutes | Sound Performance | 2018

Taking place in 3030 after the destruction of the 
planet under atomic fireballs, accompanied by 
diverse sounds and rhythm, two dancers lead a 
narrative that highlights the cycle of destruction 
and formation by treating the anxiety related to 
the environmental destruction. 

https://koreanfilm.ca/films/child-of-magohalmi-and-the-echoes-of-creation#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/parsley-girl#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/iridezcent-interludez#movieRecap
https://koreanfilm.ca/films/flooded-with-ice-hellfire-can-t-scouch-me#movieRecap
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KFFC 2020 offers single tickets for $4.50 and a full pass to 
watch the entire catalog of films for only $9.50.

You can purchase your ticket here:
koreanfilm.ca/ticket

All box-office proceeds will be donated to art and wom-
en’s film organizations in Quebec and Korea to support 
artists during the global pandemic. This year’s festival is 
made possible with the collective ethos of the team who 

volunteered their time and talent over many months.

Your support will be essential to build the festival’s sustain-
ability that hovers between West and East extensively and 

continuously.

Find out how you can support us by visiting our webiste
koreanfilm.ca/support-us

TICKETS

SUPPORT THE FESTIVAL

still from At the Bottom of the Sea (2019) Caroline So Jung Lee

https://koreanfilm.ca/ticket
https://koreanfilm.ca/ticket
https://koreanfilm.ca/support-us
https://koreanfilm.ca/support-us
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